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ADARA LAMP
Adara means, beauty, noble
and virgin in diﬀerent
languages.
The lamp comes in two
categories, with a metal
stand or with a wooden
tripod stand, the
lampshades are handwoven
from Tanzanian natural sisal
fibers and given a touch of
natural handmade wooden
beads that are locally
sourced in Tanzania.

Lampshade size
Height: 32cm
Diameter: 40cm

Metal stand size
Height: 180cm

Wooden stand size
Height: 180cm

Cost: 350,000Tsh
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SHELL FLOOR
LAMP
Shell, inspired by the marine
jellyfish shape, it fits best as
a floor standing lamp or
ceiling suspended lamp.
This piece is handmade by
using Tanzanian locally
available sisal fibers.
The Shell stand is made
from ‘Mninga’ wood.

Lampshade size
Height: 40cm
Diameter: 30cm

Stand size
Height: 160cm

Cost: 250,000Tsh
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DROP IT LIKE
IT’S HOT
‘Drop it like it’s hot’ inspired
by the rain shower, its
design is minimal, with
interesting sisal twines
falling down like shower
drops. The lampshade is
handmade by using
Tanzanian locally available
sisal fibers.
The stand is made from
metal with ‘mninga’ wood
base

Lampshade size
Height: 55cm
Diameter: 23cm

Metal Stand size
Height: 180cm

Base size
Diameter: 50cm

Cost: 350,000Tsh
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SHELL TABLE
LAMP
Shell table lamp was
designed with a slight twist
from the original Shell floor
stand lamp, its design is
minimal, with interesting
geometric shapes that can
be viewed from top of the
lampshade. This piece is
handmade using Tanzanian
locally available sisal fibers.
Its stand is made from
‘Mninga’ wood.

Lampshade size
Height: 40cm
Diameter: 10cm top, 30cm
bottom

Stand size
Height: 40cm

Cost: 200,000Tsh
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WAVELIGHT
LAMP
Wavelight speaks of a
simplicity chic look.
Handmade by using locally
available sisal fibers, with a
wood stand made from of
‘Mninga’ wood.

Lampshade size
Height: 50cm
Diameter: 15cm top, 35cm
bottom

Stand size
Height: 50cm

Cost: 230,000Tsh
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WIANO
LAMPSHADE
“Wiano” coming from the
word balance, which also
means “Uwiano” in Swahili
language.
Created to inspire a simple
yet balanced atmosphere in
a space.
Handmade by using locally
available natural sisal fibers.

Lampshade size
Height: 50cm
Diameter: 15cm top, 35cm
bottom
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EUNOIA
Pure, beautiful, with great
balance of patterns.
Eunoia inspires a positive
and warm ambience in a
space. It fits well as a floor
standing lamp, pendant
lamp as well as a table
lamp.
The lampshade is
handmade by using
Tanzanian locally available
sisal fibers.

Eunoia size
Length: 20cm
Width: 20cm
Height: 36cm

Cost: 350,000Tsh
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MERHABA
LAMP
‘Merhaba’ meaning hello or
welcome in Arabic Turkish.
Created to give warmth and
charm to a space.
The lampshades can be
customized with a range of
colored beads from our
collection.

Lampshade size
Height: 28cm
Diameter: 25cm

Stand size
Height: 150cm

Cost: 250,000Tsh
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ELEGANTE
Crafted with elegance to
give a stylish and creative
look to a space. It speaks
volumes.
Elegante fits well when
installed at the wash area,
dining, bedroom or hallway.
This piece is handmade by
using locally available
Tanzania sisal fibers with a
touch of natural wooden
beads, the wooden frame is
made from ‘mninga’ wood.

Elegante size
Diameter (L): 100cm
Diameter (M): 75cm
Diameter (S): 65cm

Cost (L): 550,000Tsh
Cost (M): 300,000Tsh
Cost (S): 250,000Tsh
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REGAL
Regal is impressively
beautiful, creating that
dazzling look to a space.
The mirror can be
customized in a variety of
sizes to fit your space.
It fits well when installed at
the bedroom wall or
hallway.
Regal is handmade by using
locally available Tanzania
sisal fibers, the wooden
frame is made from
‘mninga’ wood.

Regal size
Length: 75cm
Width: 75cm

Cost: 300,000Tsh
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NURU WALL
HANGING (S)
‘Nuru’ a Swahili word
meaning Illuminate or light.
This piece was created to
bring charm to a space.
Nuru wall hangings come
with a range of colored
beads to enlighten your
living space.

Nuru size
Diameter: 45cm

Cost: 45,000Tsh
Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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NURU WALL
HANGING (L)
Nuru wall hanging (L), an
enlarged version of the
small Nuru, it has been
designed fit well as an
accent wall piece for the
living room or bedroom
space.
These wall hangings come
with a range of natural
wooden beads that are
handmade locally in
Tanzania.

Nuru size
Diameter: 75cm

Cost: 120,000 Tsh
Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
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CHEERFUL
Crafted to give that joyful
and perky vibe in a space.
Cheerful inspires a positive
atmosphere within a space.
The wall hanging fits well
when installed at the dining,
bedroom, hallway or
staircase wall.
This piece is handmade by
using locally available
Tanzania sisal fibers with a
touch of natural wooden
beads, the engraved
wooden frame is made from
‘mkongo’ wood.

Cheerful size
Diameter: 75cm

Cost: 300,000Tsh
Can be customized to word
of choice and size.
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PERIGON WALL
HANGING
A timeless piece that can be
twerked to create more
geometric shapes to bring
personal perception of
wholeness in a single piece.
The wall hanging fits well
when installed at the living
room, hallway or staircase
wall, reception or oﬃce
space.
This piece is handmade by
using locally available
Tanzania sisal fibers with a
touch of natural wooden
beads.

Cheerful size
Diameter: 105cm

Cost: 280,000Tsh
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NURU
AMPLIFIED
An amplified version of the
Nuru wall hanging, crafted
to give a modern artistic
touch to a space.
The wall hanging is
comprised of a sisal wall
hanging that is made from
100% natural sisal, with a
touch of beads from our
collection. The wooden
frame is made from
‘mninga’ wood.
This piece fits well in the
living area, dinning area,
and hallway space. It can
be customized to a larger
size of about 150cm
diameter to fit well on an
accent wall in the living or
hallway space.

Nuru Amplified size
Length: 55cm
Width: 55cm

Cost: 150,000Tsh
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NOA
Meaning motion, crafted
with intent of change in
design to give a fresh sense
of style on each new piece.
Noa fits well when installed
at the bedroom, hallway,
staircase or veranda wall
The piece is handmade by
using locally available
Tanzanian sisal fibers with a
touch of natural wooden
beads, the wooden board is
made from ‘mninga’ wood.

NOA size
Diameter: 40cm
Height: to vary depending
on design

Cost: 100,000Tsh
Can be customized to
variety of sizes.
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TASSEL
MACRAMÉ
WALL HANGING
Designed and crafted to
give a space an artistic
playful look.
Tassel macrame fits better
when used as a backdrop in
the bedroom, a living space
or displayed as an art piece
beside the dining table or
cabinet.
This piece is handmade by
using locally available
Tanzania sisal fibers with a
touch of natural beads from
‘mpingo wood’

Tassel Macrame size
Length: 120cm
Width: 80cm

Cost: 250,000Tsh
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WARIDI WALL
HANGING
‘Waridi’ a swahili word for a
Rose flower. Crafted with
color pop of wooden beads
to give charm to a space.
Waridi fits well in the living
space, bedroom, hallway or
veranda.The product comes
with a range of colored
beads from our collection to
spice up your space.

Waridi size
Length: 75cm
Width: 35cm

Cost: 65,000Tsh
Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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TETRA PLANT
HANGER
Tetra or four, was initially
crafted to be used in the
kitchen space where variety
of herbs would be planted.
Tetra proved to be looking
great with extra variety of
plants such as succulents
and spekboom.
Tetra is handmade by using
Tanzanian locally available
sisal fibers.

Tetra size
Length: 90cm
Width: 45cm

Cost: 140,000Tsh
Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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MACRAMÉ
BENCH
Designed and crafted to be
used at a hallway or
bedroom space.
The piece adds an extra
touch of style in a space
while providing a storage
option. Is frame is made
from ‘mninga’ wood and
finished well with
handwoven locally available
sisal fibers.

Bench size
Length: 118cm
Width: 36cm
Height: 45cm

Cost: 500,000Tsh
Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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SHWARI PLANT
HANGER
‘Shwari’ a Swahili word
meaning cool or calm.
Crafted to enhance a calm
atmosphere within a space.
Shwari fits well when used
indoors, at the veranda or
balcony.
Shwari is handmade by
using Tanzanian locally
available sisal fibers.

Shwari size
Length: 120cm
Base Width: 30cm

Cost: 160,000 Tsh
Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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DUO PLANT
HANGER
Duo or let us say two or a
pair.
A simple and chic plant
hanger that fits well indoors,
at a veranda or balcony.
Duo is handmade using
Tanzanian locally available
sisal fibers.

Duo size
Length: 175cm
Cost: 60,000 Tsh

Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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SHELF PLANT
HANGER
Just like the name, the plant
hanger provides a space to
hang more than a plant,
Shelf allows you to be
creative, its base space can
be used to hang a plant
with another small object
like a book, candle or piece
of craft.

Shelf size
Size 1 (Length): 180cm
Base Width: 40cm
Size 2 (Length): 120cm
Base Width: 40cm
Size 3 (Length): 100cm
Base Width: 30cm

Cost: 140,000Tsh (L)
120,000Tsh (M)
85,000Tsh (S)
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TULIVU PLANT
HANGER
‘Tulivu’ a Swahili word
meaning peaceful.
Its Earthy brown color
enhances a calm and
natural atmosphere in a
space.
Tulivu fits well when used
indoor, at the veranda or
balcony.It is handmade by
using Tanzanian locally
available sisal fibers.

Tulivu size
Length: 120cm
Base Width: 30cm

Cost: 160,000 Tsh
Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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SERENE PLANT
HANGER
Just like its name ‘Serene’
This plant hanger enhances
so much calmness and
tranquility in a space.
Serene is a statement plant
hanger with a size and
details that stand out in a
space.
This piece can be
customized to fit desired
length in a space.
Serene is handmade using
Tanzanian locally available
sisal fibers, the wooden
base is made from ‘mninga’
wood and natural wooden
beads from either ‘mpingo’
or ‘msekeseke’ wood.

Serene size
Length: 150cm
(customizable height)
Wood base width: 40cm

Cost: 200,000 Tsh (L)
250,000 Tsh (XL)

Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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PETRINA-BELT
Petrina, meaning the Rock,
named after a dear friend.
This plant hanger is crafted
to enhance simplicity yet
elegance within a space.
Petrina fits well both
indoors and at veranda or
balcony.

Petrina size
Length: 140cm

Cost: 45,000Tsh

Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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MINI PLANT
HANGER
‘Mini’ a name inspired by its
small size, It is designed to
fit even the smallest spaces.
Created to inspire natural
living in small spaces.
Mini is handmade using
Tanzanian locally available
sisal fibers, the wooden ring
is made from ‘mchaaka’
wood.

Mini size
Length: 100cm

Cost: 40,000Tsh

Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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BERRY RUG
With the small holes that
looks like berries, the berry
rug provides great sound
insulation, it is very durable
and 100% biodegradable.
Berry rug fits well indoors,
looks best when kept
beside the bed.
The rug comes in white or
brown color.

Berry size
Length: 100cm / 200cm
Width: 100cm

Cost:
200,000 Tsh (100x100)
400,000 Tsh (200x100)

Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
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ESINTI BAG
Simply meaning the
‘breeze’ bag.
It is crafted to fit well as a
beach bag, with a design
that allows air flow end to
end, hole to hole.
Esinti provides the best
storage for a book,
sunscreen, shades and
variety of items that suits
your beach personal style.

Cost: 70,000Tsh
Note: For outdoor use of
this product, ensure that it
is not exposed to water i.e
rain.
Sisal is a salt resistant
material, however do not
expose the bag in water, to
ensure great life span of
product.
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